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HOW TO GET TO BRATISLAVA

Arriving in Vienna

By plane
If your flight arrives to Vienna, you need to take a bus to Bratislava. The 
buses from Vienna leave approximately every 30 minutes from terminal no. 4,
located right in front of the arrivals gate at the Vienna Airport.
There are 2 companies that provide bus services. If you choose Blaguss 
(Eurolines), your destination is Bratislava - Most SNP (Nový most). If you 
choose Slovak Lines (Postbus), your destination is bus station Mlynské Nivy. 
Both terminals are close to the city center. Do not miss your stop, most of the 
the buses continue to Bratislava Airport!!!
The ticket costs 7-8 euros, plus 1 euro for every piece of baggage. You can 
purchase your tickets directly from the driver in cash (credit cards are not 
accepted!!).
You can find more information about the connections, timetables and prices 
here: 
http://www.viennaairport.com/en/passengers/arrival__parking/bus_connections 

Arriving in Bratislava

By Plane
Another option is arriving to Bratislava by plane. You can use public 
transportation or taxi to get to the city center.

By train
If you choose to travel by train, your destination is the central station 
“Bratislava - hlavná stanica”, which is in walking distance of the city center 
and most of the EMC venues. In some cases, the final destination of the train 
is train station located in Petržalka “Železni?ná stanica Bratislava-Petržalka”. 
In this case, to get to the city center, you will need to use public transportation
or taxi.

By bus
You can also arrive to Bratislava by bus. Several bus lines make different 
stops in different parts of the city. You should get off the bus at terminal 
“Autobusová stanica Mlynské Nivy”, which is usually the final destination for 
many connections. This terminal is closest to the city center and most of the 
conference venues. Another option (for some connections) is terminal “Most 
SNP - Nový Most”.
Soon we will provide detailed information on transportation in Bratislava, 
including more details on public bus transportation and taxi services, with 
special focus on EMC venues and other places of interest.

http://www.viennaairport.com/en/passengers/arrival__parking/bus_connections


Welcome to BRATISLAVA!

We would like to offer you some tips on transportation during your stay for the
19th EMC :)

PUBLIC TRANSPORT 

All of the conference venues are within walking distance of each other.
However, you can decide to use the public transport. You can find the maps 
and timetables here:
http://imhd.zoznam.sk/ba/public-transport.html 

Don’t forget to buy public transportation tickets (e.g. 90min ticket for 0.90
€, 24 hour ticket for 4.50 €;  48 hour ticket for 8.30 €;  72 hour ticket for 10
€) at the ticket machines at bus and tram stops or at the newspaper kiosks.

TAXI

You can also take a taxi. Generally, taxis are less expensive if you make
a reservation by phone. There are several companies, so we offer some
tips:

SuperTaxi – 00421 / 2 / 16 616
http://www.supertaxi.eu 

Hello Taxi – 00421 / 2 / 16 321
http://www.hellotaxi.sk/en/index.php

Taxi Trend - 0421 / 2 / 16 302
http://taxitrend.sk/index_e.html 

http://imhd.zoznam.sk/ba/public-transport.html
http://taxitrend.sk/index_e.html
http://www.hellotaxi.sk/en/index.php
http://www.supertaxi.eu/


WORKSHOP REGISTRATION and OPENING LECTURE

Address:

Central Hall of Comenius University
Šafárikovo námestie 1

How to get there:

Construction works in this part of the city make the transportation a little bit 
more complicated, but there are several options.

From the Main train station (Hlavná stanica):
Bus n. X13 to “Nové SND”

From the train station in Petržakla:
Bus n. 91 or 191 to “Nový Most – Most SNP”

From the bus terminal Mlynské Nivy:
Bus n. 50 or 70 to “Malá scéna”

From the bus terminal Nový Most:
10 minute walk, or bus n.70 to “Malá scéna”

From Bratislava Airport:
Bus n. 61 to the Main train station, then bus n. X13 to “Nové SND”

Comenius University, Šafárikovo nám. 1



EXIBITION  - Mysterious Maya

Address:

SNM - Museum of Archaeology
Žižkova 12 (entrance: Žižkova 16)

How to get there:

There is no direct public transportation to the museum. You can take one of 
the buses or trams to “Nový Most – Most SNP”. From there, the walk to the 
museum takes about 10 minutes.

However, due to the fact, that great portion of the city center is under 
construction (which affects the traf fic), the easiest way to get to the museum 
to walk there.
The walk on the bank of the Danube river takes about 20 minutes (from the 
conference venues on Konventná or Gondova streets).

The museum is accessible by car, so you can also take a taxi.

Entrance to the SNM - Museum of Archaeology, Žižkova 16



SYMPOSIUM

Address:
Faculty of Civil Engineering
Slovak University of Technology
Radlinského 11 (entrance from Imricha Karvaša street!!)

How to get there:

From the Main train station (Hlavná stanica):
Tram n. 1 to “STU”

From the train station in Petržalka:
Bus n. 94 to “Blumentál”

From the bus terminal Mlynské Nivy:
There is no direct public transport line available, it is possible to use several 
combinations of trams and buses. The journey planner can be found here: 
http://imhd.zoznam.sk/ba/journey-planner.html 

From the bus terminal Nový Most:
Tram n. 1 to “STU”

From Bratislava Airport:
Bus n. 61 to the Main train station, then tram n. 1 to “STU”

 Faculty of Civil Engineering, STU, Entrance from Imricha Karvaša street

http://imhd.zoznam.sk/ba/journey-planner.html


MAP OF THE VENUES

Conference Venues:

1. SYMPOSIUM
Faculty of Civil Engineering
Slovak University of Technology
Radlinského 11 (entrance from Imricha Karvaša street!!)

2. WORKSHOPS
University of Economics
Konventná 1

3. EXIBITION - Mysterious Maya
SNM - Museum of Archaeology
Žižkova 12 



4. WORKSHOP REGISTRATION and OPENING LECTURE
Central Hall of Comenius University
Šafárikovo námestie 1

5. WELCOME RECEPTION and GOODBYE PARTY
Moyzes Hall (Faculty of Arts, CU)
Vajanského nábrežie 12

6. FILM SCREENING and WAYEB GENERAL ASSEMBLY
Faculty of Arts, CU
Gondova 2

Bus stops:

A. Nový Most – Most SNP

B. Malá Scéna

C. Nové SND

D. STU

E. Blumentál


